Our approach is to base the DTABf for manuscripts on the established DTABf for printed texts, reusing the existing tagset wherever possible and only making changes (enhancements or reductions) when new tags are needed to represent phenomena exclusively found in manuscripts or printed texts, respectively. This is rather straightforward, since, as exemplied by gures 1, 2, 3, and 4, a large number of textual phenomena can be found in both handwritten and printed texts. Figure 1 illustrates a printed page containing some common text structures together with the DTABf elements that apply in those cases. Phenomena on this page include marginal notes, gures, poems, and paragraphs. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show examples of manuscript pages containing similar text structures, showing that the same DTABf elements can be applied there. In fact, much of the DTABf tagset for printed texts can similarly be applied to manuscripts. (Hufeland [ca. 1829] , http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/hufeland_privatbesitz_1829/149). (Anonymous [1827/28a], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_msgermqu2345_1827/58).
[…] haben <hi rendition="#aq">Herschel</hi> und <hi rendition="#aq">Bonpland</ hi> den <hi rendition="#aq">Jupiter</hi> noch 18<lb/>[…] 16 Another example for similar inline phenomena in manuscripts and printed texts is the underlining of important phrases or keywords, represented in the DTABf as <hi rendition="#u"> for printed texts and manuscripts alike. Furthermore, though this feature is far more frequent in prints, manuscripts may also contain catchwords or signature marks at the bottom of the page, which we tag as <fw> with @type="catch" or @type="sig", respectively. Despite the abovementioned similarities, there are certain features that are specic to manuscripts and which require additional tagging solutions within the DTABf-M. In this section, we will give some examples of features which occur in our manuscript corpus and introduce their structural representation within the DTABf-M. Subsequently, we will give an overview of those manuscript-specic TEI elements which we have identied so far as necessary to be included in a DTABf extension for manuscripts (DTABf-M). Compared to the DTA corpus of printed texts with its more than 3,000 works, 15 the data basis for the DTABf-M is quite small (129 works). 16 Thus, the number of manuscript-specic elements, attributes, and values illustrated in the examples is not exhaustive and will not t any given manuscript precisely. However, in comparing the texts of the manuscript corpus it is possible to dierentiate common from less common features. Thus, though the DTABf-M tagset might still have to be augmented in the future, the proposed tagging solutions do cover phenomena common in handwritten sources and therefore should be applicable to other manuscripts and for the integration of further handwritten sources into the DTA corpora. 18 The DTABf had to be extended especially with respect to traces of the writing process, such as ad hoc corrections by substitution, deletion, or addition of characters, words, or passages, and change of hands or writing devices. These phenomena can be observed in many manuscripts.
Manuscript-specic extensions to the DTABf were applied following the principles of simplicity, consistency, and avoidance of ambiguousness, as established for the DTABf. To achieve the latter, DTABf-M specications were created not only on element and attribute level, but also with regard to attribute values that utilize specied vocabularies for phenomena in manuscripts (e.g., for typical methods of deletion or addition).
Deletions and Additions 19
Common features of manuscripts are corrections to the original text, carried out by adding or deleting textual material. Unlike in printed texts, where manual corrections are usually made on a text which has previously been nalized for the printed publication, corrections in manuscripts are part of the text creation and amelioration process. The TEI elements relevant to these phenomena are "Core Elements for Transcriptional Work" within the TEI Guidelines section on "Representation of Primary Sources" (TEI Consortium 2016, 11; 11.3.1.1). They include <add> (for additions) and <del> (for deletions), which can be grouped within <subst> to represent the substitution of a correct character or phrase for an erroneous one (TEI Consortium 2016, 11.3.1.4). Thus, while it was possible to leave these elements unconsidered for the DTABf for printed material, they became an immensely important part of the DTABf-M. Superuous textual material in manuscripts may be deleted without substitute. Similarly, characters, words, or phrases missing in a written text may be added with no need to erase text.
Thus, the elements <add> and <del> may be used separately without the element <subst>, for instance, where an erroneous character, word, or passage was crossed out (as illustrated in gures 7 and 8) or erased (gure 9), or where missing text was added (gures 10 and 11). […] die man mit grossen Winden <del rendition="#s">einander</del> näherte […]
21
Besides crossing out misspellings or mistakenly-notated characters or words, it is also a common method within manuscripts to erase characters or passages by rubbing or scraping them out (gure 9). Figure 9 . The term initially spelled "Esquimeaux" was altered to the more common spelling "Esquimaux" by erasing the superfluous "e" (which has become almost invisible in the manuscript). 19 (Anonymous [1828], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_msgermqu2124_1827/62).
[…] lebendige <hi rendition="#aq">Esquim<del rendition="#erased">e</del>aux</hi>
Additions of characters or words can be realized within, above, or under the line (gures 10 and 11), or in the right or left margin of a page. Figure 10 . The word initially written, "Beruhigung, " was altered by adding the syllable "un, " changing its meaning to the direct opposite "Beunruhigung" (from "reassurance" to "disturbance").
(Anonymous [1827/28c], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_oktavgfeo79_1828/220).
<p>Was die Be<metamark/><add place="superlinear">un</add>ruhigung anbetrifft,
[…].</p> Figure 11 . The words "von Paris" ("of Paris") are added below the line, to mark clearly that the "mittl[ere]
T[emperatur]" ("average temperature") of this specific place is meant.
(Parthey [1827/28], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/parthey_msgermqu1711_1828/619).
[…] wird die mittl. T. <metamark/><add place="sublinear">von Paris </add> durch den Monat Mai dargestelt.
The place where added text is meant to be inserted is often marked with some sign or arrow (see gures 10, 11, and 16). To enable the encoding of such signs in the manuscript text we additionally included the TEI element <metamark> in the DTABf-M tagset; the abovementioned gures provide transcriptions illustrating the usage of the <metamark> element.
Substitutions 24
Deletions and additions may also be parts of a substitution process, where erroneous text was deleted in favor of a correct version which was added to the original text. In such cases, <add> and <del> are grouped inside a <subst> element according to the TEI P5 Guidelines, as shown in gures 12, 13, 14, and 15 (TEI Consortium 2016, 11.3.1.5). Moreover, the following two examples illustrate the necessity of adding a value @rendition="#ow" (for "overwritten") to the DTABf-M which can be used in this context within <del>. […] keinen Unterschied un<subst><del rendition="#ow">d</del><add place="across">t</add></subst>er menschlichen Mumien […] Figure 13 . "vor den" (which in the historical New High German language in this case means "for the, " indicating a singular form) was overwritten with "für die" ("for the, " here indicating plural form).
(Reuß-Ebersdorf 1717, http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/reuss_paragiatsherrschaftabiv15_1717/4).
[…] iahr <subst><del rendition="#ow">vor den</del><add place="across">für die</ add></subst> ockßen die <choice><orig>wißen</orig><reg>wiesen</reg></choice> ab<lb/>[…] Figure 14 . Here, the superlative "entferntesten" ("most distant") is taken back by scratching out the last four letters and replacing them with "en, " changing the word to "entfernten" ("distant"), obviously because the comparative form was already indicated by the pronoun "meisten" ("the most") and the additional use of the superlative would have been grammatically wrong.
(Anonymous [1827/28], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_msgermqu2345_1827/83).
[…] die am meisten entfernte<subst><del rendition="#erased">sten</del><add place="across">n</add></subst> […] Figure 15 . The word "kleiner" ("smaller"), emphasized by an underline, is struck out and replaced by its direct opposite, "(hin) grösser" ("greater"), notated above the line. 21 (Parthey [1827/28] , http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/parthey_msgermqu1711_1828/293).
[…] dass die Grade gegen Norden <subst><del rendition="#s"><hi rendition="#u">kleiner</hi></del><add place="superlinear">hin grösser</add></ subst> werden: […] 
Different Hands or Writing Devices 25
Another manuscript-specic phenomenon is the change of hands and/or writing. To distinguish the change of hands (i.e., dierent scribes) in the course of a writing process from the change of writing devices (i.e., the same scribe using, e.g., a pencil instead of their regular ink for certain alterations of the text), we use the <handNote> element in the TEI Header. 22 There, an @xml:id is assigned to the respective scribe, scribal act, 23 or writing device (in case the scribe cannot be identied). This @xml:id is then used as a referencing value of @hand in the transcription. Figure 16 . In the second line to be seen in the image scan, the word "ein" ("a") and the words "der Lichtstärke" ("of the light's intensity") have been inserted. Whereas the first addition was written using the same ink and by the same hand as the remainder of the passage, the second addition was clearly written with a different, darker ink, but still by the same hand, i.e., by the same scribe, in this case Gustav Parthey (therefore labelled as @hand="#Parthey_darkInk").
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(Parthey [1827/28], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/parthey_msgermqu1711_1828/7).
[…] hellen Kern mit einer Lichthülle umgeben zeigen: in dieser<lb/> Lichthülle nimt man <metamark/><add place="superlinear">ein </add> Abund Zunehmen <metamark/><add place="superlinear" hand="#Parthey_darkInk">der Lichtstärke </add>wahr, eine Ebbe<lb/>[…] 26 The encoding of these phenomena may help dierentiate whether certain alterations are ad hoc corrections, carried out during the writing process, or later interventions performed when proofreading or commenting on the nished text or the completed draft.
27
Furthermore, we found in our manuscript corpus various occurrences for the phenomenon that words or phrases from one scribe were underlined by another, using a dierent writing device, as shown in gure 17. Here, the person responsible for the underlining could not be identied.
Therefore, the hand has the identier "#pencil", referring to both the scribe and the writing device. 25 Figure 17 . The main body of the text was written with dark ink and two terms were underlined (here, presumably to mark them as questionable) by a different scribe using a pencil. 26 (Anonymous [1827/28b], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_n0171w1_1828/216).
Als der <hi rendition="#aq">Enke</hi>ſche Comet in <hi rendition="#u" hand="#pencil">Paramala</hi> wieder er-<lb/> ſchien will <choice><abbr>H￼</abbr><expan>Herr</expan></choice> <hi rendition="#aq"><hi rendition="#u" hand="#pencil">Dummler</hi></hi> eine Rotation des Schweifes von<lb/>[…]
28
In the following example (gure 18) it is obvious from the content of the note that this passage was added only in 1850, that is, much later than the original text was written (in 1829). 27 Like the previous example, this one also contains a change of the writing device, from ink to pencil. The addition in this case was, corresponding to its function, tagged as a <note>. Figure 18 . The additional information that between the time of Humboldt's lectures (1827/28) and 1850, eleven more planets had been discovered, was inserted by the same scribe directly into the line, using a pencil (@hand="#Hufeland_pencil"). (Hufeland [ca. 1829] , http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/hufeland_privatbesitz_1829/19).
[…] Namen <hi rendition="#aq #u">Vesta</hi> erhielt. <note place="mInline" hand="#Hufeland_pencil">(Seitdem, bis 1850, noch 11 Planeten entdeckt)</note><lb/ >[…]
Different Types of Notes 29
Manuscripts-just like printed materials-may contain dierent types of notes, providing comments on the text or further information about it. While notes at the bottom of a page (footnotes) or at the end of a chapter or the text body (endnotes) are more typical for printed text types than for manuscripts, marginal notes at the right or left margin of a page may occur in both manuscripts and printed texts (gure 19).
30
In addition, notes in manuscripts may occur at several places other than the ones common for printed texts. They may, for example, be inserted inline or at the top or bottom of the text area of a page (gures 19, 20, and 21) . We therefore introduced the additional @place values "mInline" | "mTop" | "mBottom" to the <note> element. 28 The usage of @place="mInline" within <note> was already illustrated in gure 18, while gures 20 and 21 provide examples for the usage of @place="mBottom" and @place="mTop" within <note>. Figure 19 . A note has been added at the left-hand side of the manuscript stating that the document in question has been prepared according to the addressee's command.
[…] schreiben ist <note rendition="#v" place="left" n="ˣ">nach Erldt.
<choice><orig>be fehl</orig><reg>befehl</reg></choice><lb/></note> Figure 20 . This note, stating that isotherm, isothere, and isocheim must be well differentiated from one another, is recorded at the very bottom of the page. However, it is not referring to a certain point in the text as a footnote would, but is rather a general comment on the topic of the page. Therefore, we use @place="mBottom".
(Anonymous [1827/28a], http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/nn_msgermqu2345_1827/281).
[…]<note place="mBottom">(Isotherme, Isothere (von gleicher Sonnenwärme wie <hi rendition="#aq">Moskau</hi><lb/>u. der Ausfluß der <hi rendition="#aq">Loire</hi>) = isochaimone Linien sind wohl zu unter-<lb/>scheiden.)</note><lb/>[…] Figure 21 . On the very first page of his text, this scribe made a note in the top right corner, stating that the As for metadata, the DTABf already makes quite extensive use of the TEI Guidelines. Thus, most of the metadata information necessary for manuscripts in text corpora was already covered by the existing DTABf metadata tagset. There was only one signicant change to make: instead of <typeDesc> we added the <handDesc> element with its child <handNote>. 29 The @xml:id in <handNote> identies the hand or scribal act described and can be referred to from the @hand attribute within the document. The writing device of each hand or scribal act is specied within a @medium attribute.
Overview: DTABf Extension for Manuscripts 32
In section 4.2 we presented some examples of typical structural and textual phenomena in manuscripts. Table 1 provides an overview of the elements, attributes, and values which were introduced to the DTABf for manuscript encoding and of how they are related to already existing DTABf tags.
33
The proposed format, DTABf-M, is still a work in progress and will be subject to continuous development based on further manuscripts added to the DTA corpus. Development will occur in a manner similar to the approach used with the DTABf for printed texts: extensions will be performed cautiously, in a restrictive and minimalistic manner, and based on actual phenomena observed in the historical text sources (Haaf, Geyken, and Wiegand 2014-15, §60-61). 
Elements Attributes Values
Text +@place *"superlinear" | *"intralinear" | *"across" | *"sublinear" | "left" | "right" *<add> *@hand e.g., "#JaneDoe", "#JohnDoe" <corr> | <expan> | <reg> | <supplied> | <unclear> *@resp +@rendition *"#ow" | *"#s" | *"#erased" *@hand e.g., "#JaneDoe", "#JohnDoe" *<del> +@cert "low" | "high" <div> @type *"session" In manuscripts the title of a chapter or section is sometimes written on the right or left margin of a page. Those instances cannot be considered marginal notes, but represent a type of heading. Therefore, we introduced @type="rightMargin" | "leftMargin" in <head>. Since this is a phenomenon we haven't (yet) encountered in printed texts, the @type attribute in <head> is only needed for manuscript annotation. 39
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To address this phenomenon, the element <head> is provided with the necessary attribute-valuepairs within its element specication in DTABf-All:
Example 8. ODD for DTABf-All:
<elementSpec ident="head" module="core" mode="change"> <attList> <attDef ident="type" mode="change" usage="opt"> <valList type="closed" mode="replace"> <valItem ident="rightMargin"/> 
